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It’s raining job
offers at PDPU
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India has the second highest number of
ovarian cancer globally.
Gees Apart from the family history of
breast or ovari an cancer among first
degree relatives (which accounts to 5%),
changes in lifestyle, increased sedentary
habits and obesity, delayed or no
pregnancy are the major high risk factors .
1
9ym{t trms: The signs and symptoms of
ovari an cancer are bloating, pressure and
pain in stomach, fatigue , feeling overly full
after eating a normal meal , frequent
bathroom trips, constipation , back pain, and
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AWARD OF
Ph.D
FROM
SAURASHTRA
UNIVERSITY
Ahmedabad : Dr. Suja Nair has been
conferred Ph.D from Saurashtra
University under the guidance of
Prof. Mayuri Pandya , Sir LA, Shah
Law College for the thesis on the
topic"Implementation of protection
of women against Domestic Violence
Act , 2005 in the city of Ahmedabad
-A Critical Anal sis".

Consultant - Surgical Oncologist , Apoll o

OVARIAN CANCER - THE SILENT KILLER

Kanupriya Dasgupta

tudents of School of
Petroleum Management (SPM) at Pandit
Deendayal Petroleum
University
(PDPU) are celebrating; and,
not without reason. A 2017-19
batch student of the school has
been offered an annual salary
package of Rs 18.4 lakh, which
is the highest this year, even
higher than last year’s Rs 16
lakh. The average salary too rose from Rs 6.6 lakh last year to
Rs 7.4 lakh this time.
The placements began on
November 25. So far, 18 companies have already visited the
campus Besides GAIL which
made the highest offer, others
include Larsen and Turbo, Adani Group, Reliance Industries,
ICICI bank, Infosys, KPMG,
Protiviti Global Consulting,
JLL and Sypnoptek. Around
114 students from specialised
courses like energy and infrastructure, marketing, finance,
operation and human resources had registered for the placements, of which 94 got a job.
The remaining students are expected to get offers from nine
other companies scheduled to
visit the campus next week.
Interestingly, a few students of the School of Petroleum Management got jobs at a
consultancy firm, Protiviti
Global. C Gopal Krishnan, director, SPM, told Mirror, “We
have two courses in management—MBA in Energy Management and MBA in General
Management. Most of the organisations have Energy verticals (consultancy business for
energy sector) for which students with MBA in energy and
infrastructure are the most suited. They are appointed as consultants.”
Explaining the success formula, he said, “Efforts are made
to train MBA students to meet
changing requirements of businesses. The school has also
been making efforts to widen
the placement market. Visits
by industry experts, industry
contact programmes and futu-
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Ovarian cancer is emerging as one of the most common malignancies
affecting Indian women

18 cos offer jobs to 94 students; highest offer of Rs 18.4L made to
petroleum mgmt student; 9 more ﬁrms to make offers next week
TWEETS @ahmedabadmirror
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irregularities in menstruation. The
moment these occur in a woman's body
for more than two weeks constantly, she
should immediately visit her doctor.
Trsetinmet: The main treatments for
ovarian cancer are surgery
(Cytoreductive) and chemotherapy with
sequence of the therapies depending on
the stage of presentation.
We urge women to Loom - the early
warning signs of ovarian cancer, Udiu - to
their body, and Ad - by seeing the doctor
early.

Specialty Hospital : "Akshara ",12, Shanti Sadan Co-Op. Hou . Soc. Ltd.,
Near Parimal Garden , Ellisbridge , Ahmedabad - 380 006 . P:+91 79 4073 4073
Main Hospital : Block A , Apollo Hospitals International Limited , Plot 1A ,
Bhat GI DC Ind ustrial Estate , Gandhinagar-382428. P: +91 79 6673 6673
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HOW TO BE A CHICK
...And other life lessons from she who knows better
Write to her at amfeedback@timesgroup.in

The placement season at PDPU is underway

Efforts are made
to train MBA students to meet changing requirements...
The school is also
making efforts to widen placement market
C Gopal Krishnan, Director, School of
Petroleum Studies

The robust curriculum of the energy and infrastructure
course gave me a
holistic perspective
and an in-depth policy
understanding of the
industry
Jainam Shah, offered highest package
ristic orientation of the school
and the university as well as
committed faculty are other reasons.”
Success speaks
Jainam Shah, the student who
bagged the highest package, said, “The robust curriculum of
the energy and infrastructure
course gave me a holistic perspective and an in-depth policy understanding of the industry along with the technological advancements. The
curriculum, along with dedicated teachers, helped me secure
my dream job at GAIL.”
Veena Karve who has been
offered Rs 16 lakh package said,

“While working in the industry, I had witnessed technological and other advancements taking place on a daily basis. The
well-designed course curriculum at SPM-PDPU helped me
understand and enhance fundamentals of industry from the
managerial point of view. This
eventually helped me secure a
good consulting domain
profile.”
Students were offered jobs
in risk advisory, consulting,
business development, marketing wealth management, credit analyst, business analyst,
upstream procurement, HR
specialist
and
regulatory
experts.

CM donates gold to Ambaji

O

n the eve of Republic Day, CM Vijay Rupani attended a
series of programmes. Visiting Ambaji temple along
with his wife Anjali Rupani, the CM declared a separate
authority for development of Ambaji. He also donated one tola
gold while dedicating 140-gram gold-studded shikhar to the
temple and requested people to donate gold for Ambaji temple
project. Rupani said, “We want to re-establish the gold studded
history of glorious pilgrim places of the state. Government has
decided to stud all the shikhars of Ambaji.”

Bar Bar Naacho…

I

never did understand the great threat
posed to our society by young women
entertainers whose profession was to
dance in the city’s countless bars. While
cops still pretend brothels and drug dens
don’t exist, they continue to go after our bar
girls, as if they are as dangerous as terrorists.
Ignoring many other social ills, it seems lopsided and unfair to target these women from
earning their livelihood. It is unconstitutional and a violation of equal rights. Thank god,
the Supreme Court overturned the
Maharashtra government’s 2005 decision to
ban dance bars.
Of course, not everything is entirely
kosher. But come on, give us a better argument as to why these women can’t sway to
Bollywood tracks and drive the clients into a
frenzy. If those fellows choose to shower
notes and compliments on these lovelies, it is
their prerogative to do so. Surely, the state
should invest more time and effort in tackling fraud, rape, robberies, murders? Clean
up our beaches and public spaces on priority,
you guys… and leave the other kind of moral
clean-ups alone.
I strongly recommend a trip to the nearest
dance bar, if you are really interested in what
goes on there. I visited Topaz when it was the
top dance bar in Mumbai. Such was its reputation that men would fly in from Dubai and
London to watch their favourite dancers.
One fine evening, after a particularly dull
corporate event at a five-star hotel, I casually
mentioned Topaz and said I was planning to
go there to get over my boredom. I asked if
anybody was interested in joining me. Most
of the mighty corporate honchos acquired
an instant gleam in their eyes, but pretended
to be shocked by such a suggestion. They
were keen for sure, but nervous and uncertain. Come on, I urged. Stop being such darpoks! Nobody is going to jump on you. Or
arrest you. It’s a unique experience and very
much a part of Mumbai’s night life. “What if
we are spotted? What if there is a raid? Our
reputations will lie in tatters…,” they muttered. But I could tell they were dying to
accompany me and my husband (frankly, he
seemed equally nervous at the prospect).
After some deft handling of so many visibly nervous fellows, we were off to experience Topaz. And what a terrific night it
turned out to be. Our party of quaking men
was led to what was called the VVIP lounge
on a higher floor. Once seated, drinks orders
were efficiently taken. There was nothing
sleazy about the scenario. By now, the men

had carefully removed their Italian jackets,
loosened their silk ties and adjusted their
Cartier glasses to better focus on the swaying
dancers. The women always but always
maintain a distance. So you may leer, but not
touch.
All the dancers that night were smashing.
No dispute or argument here. Their make-up
and styling were sophisticated and attractive.
Most were dressed in beautiful lehengas
worn with backless cholis and a flimsy
dupatta covering their torsos. In other words:
they were clothed, not naked or semi-naked.
And they were competent and professional.
No hanky-panky. No nudity. Just a lot of
seductive dance moves, like in our movies. If
any man in the room thought of trying his
luck by going too close to the dancers, toughlooking bouncers would intervene within
seconds and handle the situation expertly.
This is how it works. On the surface, at any
rate. It is as legitimate a form of adult entertainment as any other. There are clear cut
rules in place and a certain level of protocol.
What happens once the dance bar shuts is
a different story. I am not going into the
darker side of that since I don’t have firsthand information. But one hears about sleazy goings-on — the nexus between dance bar
owners, police and local politicians. It is
believed many cops became millionaires,
thanks to the haftas they extracted from bar
owners. Yes, there is talk about gangsters and
the dance mafia, too. That’s life in a metro!
After the crackdown on bars, thousands
of women were left bereft and broke. Many
of them were the sole breadwinners of their
families and were also raising kids.
Overnight, they became jobless and helpless.
For a bar dancer with little or no education,
there are zero job opportunities in the outside world. Which is why it’s important to
tackle the reopening of dance bars with some
forward thinking and caution. Stop this NCP
nonsense of sending bangles to government
officials as a form of protest. Sharad Pawar
needs to step in and condemn his party’s
tamasha.
As for me. I hope to go back and meet
some of the lovely ladies from Topaz, if they
are still around and dancing. They were gracious, charming, generous and pretty damn
gorgeous. In fact, most were far better looking than the movie stars whose item songs
they once gyrated to. If only nepotism was
alive and well in the dance world, Bollywood
would have gained greatly from the entry of
these amazing women.

